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Abstract—In this paper, a hierarchical control system for parallel power electronics interfaces between ac bus and dc bus in a hybrid microgrid is presented. Both standalone and grid-connected operation modes in the dc side of the microgrid are analyzed. Concretely, a three-level hierarchical control system is implemented. In the primary control level, the decentralized control is realized by using the droop method. Local ac current proportional-resonant controller and dc voltage proportional-integral controller are employed. When the local load is connected to the dc bus, dc droop control is applied to obtain equal or proportional dc load current sharing. The common secondary control level is designed to eliminate the dc bus voltage deviation produced by the droop control, with dc bus voltage in the hybrid microgrid boosted to an acceptable range. After guaranteeing the performance of the dc side standalone operation by means of the primary and secondary control levels, the tertiary control level is thereafter employed to perform the connection to an external dc system. Meanwhile, the impact of the bandwidth of the secondary and tertiary control levels is discussed. The closed-loop model including all the three control levels is developed in order to adjust the main control parameters and study the system stability. Experimental results of a 2×2.2 kW parallel ac-dc converter system have shown satisfactory realization of the designed system.

Index Terms - Hierarchical control, hybrid microgrid, parallel power electronics converter interface

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays renewable energy generation is expected to be highly penetrated into modern electric grids [1–2]. In order to integrate different kinds of renewable energy sources, the concept of microgrid was proposed several years ago [3]. Meanwhile, power electronics converters are usually used as the interfaces to connect each source to the common bus in a microgrid [4–6]. At the same time, ac and dc sources sometimes coexist in a practical microgrid. In order to deal with that, ac-dc hybrid microgrids have been studied in the literature [7–8]. It is necessary to find effective control systems to facilitate the proper interaction between ac and dc buses in hybrid microgrids.

Since the distributed renewable energy sources can be connected into a microgrid separately, the interfacing converters are usually connected in parallel. With the parallel configuration, the load power sharing among the converters has been a key research topic [9–13]. The output power should be appropriately shared based on the power ratings of each converter. Various power sharing methods have been proposed and analyzed. Centralized control method is proposed in [14], where a central controller is adopted to give the current reference to each converter. Master-slave control in [15] performs a combination of one voltage-controlled converter and several current-controlled converters. The voltage-controlled converter generates the current reference for the other current-controlled converters. In [16], a method named circular-chain-control (3C) is proposed, where the converters are cascade connected and each converter generates the current reference for the adjacent one. Average current control method is shown in [17]. With the method, the current references are generated and transferred to each converter through a communication line. By using the above methods, although the steady and dynamic performance of current sharing can be guaranteed, the stability of the control system highly depends on high speed communications. The system redundancy is lowered down and the maintenance cost is higher. Meanwhile, considering the distributed configuration of a microgrid, the decentralized control method or the control method based on low bandwidth communication (LBC) is more suitable for microgrid applications. Therefore, the droop control method has been commonly employed to perform proper current sharing in a microgrid [10–13]. With droop control, decentralized control for each interfacing converter is achieved. At the same time, no communication or only LBC is needed.

Among different communication methods, the local area network (LAN)/Ethernet and the optical fiber transmission can be used for the implementation of high bandwidth communication (HBC). However, additional cost is needed to achieve the infrastructure for this communication method [18–19]. Controller area network (CAN) can be used as the LBC method [20]. Particularly, when the transmission distance becomes longer, the communication speed of CAN becomes lower. Meanwhile, for LBC method, in ac systems, power line communication (PLC) can be used [21], and PLC in dc
systems has been also developed [22].

As ac power system is mainly utilized nowadays, more attention is on ac microgrid [23–24]. However, many kinds of renewable energy sources have dc output, such as photovoltaic (PV) modules and batteries. As aforementioned, both dc and ac components usually coexist in one system. Therefore, they can form a hybrid microgrid. Different control methods of hybrid microgrids have been proposed in the literature. Droop control is employed in [7] and the controllable loads with different capacities are taken into account. A coordinate control method for a hybrid microgrid composed of various kinds of renewable energy sources is proposed in [8], where detailed models of PV modules, batteries and wind turbines are derived and the energy management strategy for the whole system is developed. A configuration with both dc and ac links and the corresponding control method are presented in [25], where the dc-link is employed to integrate the local converters with dc couplings and it is connected to the common ac-link through dc-ac interacing converters. A power quality enhancement method is proposed in [26], where the unbalanced and nonlinear loads are taken into account and the control strategy is developed in a multi-bus microgrid. The above methods are useful to enhance the performance of a hybrid microgrid. However, they mainly focus on the ac side of the system. A typical ac–dc hybrid microgrid consists of three main parts: (I) ac microgrid, (II) dc microgrid and (III) power electronics interfaces between ac and dc buses. In [27], a generalized droop control method is proposed to achieve the proper power sharing in different parts of a hybrid microgrid, while the deviation produced by droop control should be further eliminated and the control of the power exchange between the local and external grids should be discussed. In [28], the control systems of ac microgrids and dc microgrids are analyzed and a hierarchical control system is developed. However, in the work related to the dc microgrids, only the basic simulation results based on parallel buck converters are shown. Meanwhile, the operation of the interfacing converters between ac and dc buses is not included.

This paper accomplishes an extension of the hierarchical control system with the discussion of different operation modes, especially for the interfacing converters between ac and dc buses in a hybrid microgrid. Meanwhile, the impact of the LBC on the system stability is studied in detail. Concretely, the hierarchical control system for the interfacing power electronics converters consists of three levels. In the primary level, distributed control is realized. Current proportional-resonant (PR) controller and voltage proportional-integral (PI) controller are achieved individually in each of the converters. Droop controller for dc current sharing is also employed. In the secondary control level, the dc voltage deviation produced by droop control is eliminated. In order to realize current sharing between parallel droop-controlled converters, there is a tradeoff between current sharing accuracy and dc voltage deviation [29]. The target of the secondary PI controller is to restore the voltage deviation and maintain the current sharing accuracy. Both the primary and secondary levels of the hierarchical control system are employed in the dc-side standalone operation mode. In order to control the power exchange between local dc bus and other external dc grids, the PI controller in the tertiary control level is used. It should be noticed that both secondary and tertiary control levels have remarkable low bandwidth characteristics, which guarantee that the bandwidth will not interfere with the decentralized controllers in the primary control level for each converter. The performance of the control system with different communication bandwidth is validated by experiment in detail in this paper.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT OPERATION MODES IN A HYBRID AC–DC MICROGRID

As aforementioned, an ac–dc hybrid microgrid consists of three parts: ac microgrid, dc microgrid and multiple parallel interfaces between ac and dc buses. Considering the configuration of the ac–dc hybrid system, different operation modes and their power flow patterns are shown in Fig. 1.

Mode (a) and (b) are the operation modes of pure ac microgrid and dc microgrid, respectively. Mode (c) and (d) are the operation modes considering the interfacing converters between ac and dc buses. In Mode (a), the ac loads are supplied by the sources in the ac side. Meanwhile, when the ac grid-connected static switch turns on, the power in the local microgrid exchanges with the external ac grid. In Mode (b), the local dc loads are supplied by the sources in the dc side. When the dc grid-connected static switch turns on, the power in the local microgrid exchanges with the external dc grid. In Mode (c), the ac loads are supplied by the sources in the dc side. When the system turns to grid-connected mode, the power exchanges between the ac-side sources and external ac grid. In Mode (d), the dc loads are supplied by the sources in the ac side. When turning into grid-connected mode, the power exchanges between the ac-side sources and external dc grid. Notice that the practical operation modes can be regarded as the composition of the above four basic operation modes.

Hierarchical control systems of Mode (a) and (b) have already been discussed in [28]. In Mode (c), the dc bus voltage is kept stable by controlling the converters in the dc microgrid. This is out of scope of this paper since it is essentially from dc to ac and the control system is equivalent to Mode (a). The different operation modes and the usage of the hierarchical control system in a hybrid microgrid are summarized in Table I.
Meanwhile, the energy storage units operate in voltage-controlled mode and $P$-f / Q-V droop control method is used for them [11]. Since in Mode (d), sufficient power is generated in the ac microgrid part, the ac bus voltage is formed by the energy storage units in the ac side. The deviation produced by droop control is eliminated by employing secondary control in the control system for the energy storage units in the ac microgrid part. In this way, the ac bus voltage can be formed to stabilize the input of the interfacing converters between ac and dc buses.

It should be noted that since the research subject is focused on the interfacing converters between ac and dc buses in this paper, only the analysis of the hierarchical control system for this part is performed in detail.

III. DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF THE DC-SIDE HIERARCHICAL CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE INTERFACING CONVERTERS BETWEEN AC AND DC BUSES

In order to enhance the performance of the parallel power electronics interfaces for Mode (d) in Fig. 1, a dc-side hierarchical control system is implemented, as shown in Fig. 2, and the function and characteristic of each control level is shown in Table II. Concretely, local dc voltage and ac current controller is included in the primary level. Also in the distributed primary control level, dc output current sharing is achieved by using droop controller. In the secondary control level, the deviation caused by the droop control is eliminated. The dc bus voltage is boosted to the acceptable range. DC grid-connected current is controlled in the tertiary control level. The detailed design and evaluation of the whole dc-side hierarchical control system is shown below.

A. Primary control level

In the primary control level, the conventional double loop control diagram is employed first, including the inner ac current loop and outer dc voltage loop. PR controller is used for ac current control, and PI controller is used for dc voltage control. The above controllers are shown as

$$ G_{p_r, p} = K_{p_r, p} + \frac{K_{v_r, p}}{s} $$

where $G_{p_r, p}$ is the transfer function of the PR controller for ac current in the primary control level, $K_{p_r, p}$ and $K_{v_r, p}$ are the parameters of the proportional and resonant terms respectively.

$$ G_{p_i, p} = K_{p_i, p} + \frac{K_{v_i, p}}{s} $$

where $G_{p_i, p}$ is the transfer function of the PI controller for dc voltage in the primary control level, $K_{p_i, p}$ and $K_{v_i, p}$ are the parameters of the proportional and integral terms respectively.

Since the above PR and PI controllers have the common form, no more descriptions are shown here for brevity.

In order to reach proper load power sharing in the dc side, droop control is employed. The reference value of the dc output voltage is obtained by using $I$-$V$ droop curve, as shown in Fig. 3, where $V_{d}$ and $V_{dmin}$ are the upper and lower boundaries of local dc voltage, $V_d$ is the design margin, and $R_d$ is the virtual resistance.
The dc side droop control method can be expressed as

$$v_{dc} = v_{dcref} - i_{dc} R_d$$  (3)

As mentioned above, by using droop control, the dc voltage deviation is involved, which makes the dc voltage quality lowered down. Hence, the value of the virtual resistance $R_d$ should not be so large that $v_{dc}$ can be kept within the acceptable range, as shown as

$$R_d \leq [(v_{max} - v_{min}) - (v_{max} + v_{min})]/I_{dc(FL)}$$  (4)

where $I_{dc(FL)}$ is the full load current in the dc side.

Hence, it can be derived that

$$i_{dc1}/i_{dc2} = R_{d2}/R_{d1}$$  (7)

It means that equal or proportional dc load current sharing can be achieved by using equal or proportional virtual resistance respectively.

### B. Secondary control level

The secondary control level consists of a common dc voltage PI controller. This control loop has remarkable low bandwidth characteristic. With the secondary controller, the dc voltage deviation produced by droop control in the primary control level can be restored, as shown in Fig. 4.

The secondary control features are analyzed in this subsection. The control diagram, including primary control,
secondary control and a delay block are shown in Fig. 5. Here, the transfer function of the PI controller in the primary control level is shown in (2). Meanwhile, the PI controller in the secondary control level is shown as:

$$G_{ps} = K_{pv,s} + \frac{K_{pi,s}}{s}$$

(8)

where $G_{ps}$ is the transfer function of the PI controller for common dc bus voltage in the secondary control level, $K_{pv,s}$ and $K_{pi,s}$ are the parameters of the proportional and integral terms respectively.

$G_{delay}$, $G_{current}$ and $G_{plant}$ represent the transfer functions of the communication delay, the current loop in the primary control level and the power plant, respectively. Among them, $G_{delay}$ is expressed as

$$G_{delay} = \frac{1}{1 + \tau \cdot s}$$

(9)

where the parameter $\tau$ represents the time delay in this control level, which is used to simulate different communication bandwidth.

Since the current loop is the inner control loop of the primary control level and the bandwidth of the inner loop is much higher than the outer loop, $G_{current}$ is simplified as a delay unit for one control period, as shown below in (10).

$$G_{current} = \frac{1}{1 + T_d \cdot s}$$

(10)

where $T_d$ is the control period.

In order to form the feedback channel in the secondary dc voltage loop, $G_{plant}$ is employed to show the relationship from the inner loop current to the dc voltage. It can be achieved by using the small signal analysis, as shown in [30]. Neglecting the losses in the converter, the active power in the ac side can be considered to be the same as that in the dc side. By analyzing the circuit in Fig. 6, the following relationship can be reached.

$$e_d i_q + e_q i_d = v_{dc} i_d C_{dc} \frac{dv_{dc}}{dt} + v_{dc} i_L$$

(11)

where $e_d$ and $e_q$ are the ac voltage, $i_d$ and $i_q$ are the ac current, $v_{dc}$ is the dc voltage, $C_{dc}$ is the dc capacitor, and $i_L$ is the dc load current.

The small signal expression of (11) can be derived as

$$(E_d + \dot{e}_d)(I_d + \dot{i}_d) + (E_q + \dot{e}_q)(I_q + \dot{i}_q)$$

$$= (V_{dc} + \dot{v}_{dc}) \cdot C_{dc} \frac{dv_{dc}}{dt} + (V_{dc} + \dot{v}_{dc})(I_L + \dot{i}_L)$$

(12)

Since $v_{dc}$ is controlled by the current component $i_d$, the other perturbations can be neglected and the transfer function from $i_d$ to $v_{dc}$ is obtained:

$$G_{dcplant} = \frac{\dot{v}_{dc}}{\dot{i}_d} = \frac{E_d}{sC_{dc}v_{dc} + I_L}$$

(13)

It should be noted that the analysis in the rotating frame with the variables in the d and q axis is employed only to derive the transfer function of $G_{dcplant}$ in (13). The ac current controllers adopted in the primary control level of the hierarchical control system are realized in the stationary frame, with the variables in the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ axis.

By using the system parameters in Table III, the closed-loop poles of the whole system with increasing time delay are reached in Fig. 7, where only dominant poles are shown. The location of different closed-loop poles is determined by changing the value of the communication delay.

The trajectory of the dominant poles with different time delay is divided into three parts. When the time delay becomes larger, the dominant pole $\lambda_1$ is moving towards its final point $P_1$. It can be seen that the whole trajectory of $\lambda_1$ is located on the left half plane. At the same time, when the time delay turns larger, $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ are moving gradually towards imaginary axis. It should be pointed out that even the delay is as large as 0.2 s, $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ are $-1.6 \pm j7.6$. Therefore, the system has enough stability margins and the low bandwidth characteristic of the secondary control level is verified. Notice that the root $\lambda_1$, which moves faster towards the imaginary axis than $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$, ends at the point $P_1$. For some communication delays, only $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ are dominants and the effect of $\lambda_1$ can be neglected.

**C. Tertiary control level**

The above primary and secondary control levels are employed in the dc-side standalone operation mode. With the progress of distributed generation, areas with multiple microgrid clusters can be found. In this situation, similar to that in an ac microgrid, it is useful to pay attention to the interaction in the dc side between the local microgrid and external dc grid. The seamless transfer between dc standalone and grid-connected operation modes should be guaranteed. In order to meet this requirement, a tertiary control level in the dc-side hierarchical control system is employed. In this control level, as same as that in the secondary control level, a common dc grid current PI controller is used. This control level also has remarkable low bandwidth characteristic. The target of tertiary
control is to realize dc grid-connected current control. Concretely, dc load sharing is firstly achieved by the droop controller in the decentralized primary control level. And then, secondary control is employed to restore the deviation produced by droop control. When the difference between dc output voltage and dc grid voltage are within the acceptable range, the static switch for grid-connected operation is turned on. At the same time, the tertiary control level is activated to control the dc grid-connected current.

The features of tertiary control level are analyzed in this subsection. The control configuration of this control level is shown in Fig. 8, where both the primary and secondary control levels are included. A delay block is also cascade connected with the tertiary PI controller to model the LBC. Here, by using the system parameters in Table III, the dominant poles with increasing time delay are shown in Fig. 9. It is seen that the trajectory of the dominant poles can be divided into four parts. When the time delay increases, the dominant poles $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ move gradually away from the imaginary axis. Meanwhile, the dominant poles $\lambda_3$ and $\lambda_4$ move towards the imaginary axis, while even the time delay is as large as 1 s, $\lambda_3$ and $\lambda_4$ are $-0.1 \pm j0.5$, respectively. Therefore, the system has acceptable stability margins and the low bandwidth characteristic of the tertiary control level is demonstrated.

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC Voltage (rms)</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Frequency</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Ref. Grid-Connected Current</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Load</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Line Inductance</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Line Resistance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Filter Inductance</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Filter Capacitor</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>$\mu$F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Bus Capacitor</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>$\mu$F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 7. Family of the closed-loop poles of the secondary control level when increasing the time delay.](image7)

**D. Interaction between different control levels**

In the above design procedure of the hierarchical control system, the inner control level has been taken into account when designing the outer control level. At the same time, the influence of the inner control level has been considered when adjusting the controller parameters in the outer levels.

In order to study the interaction between different control levels, the dominant poles of the whole control system are shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that when going from lower to upper levels, the system dynamics become slower. Furthermore, the natural frequencies of the dominant poles of each control level are separated between each other by about one decade (primary: -15, secondary: -1.6 ± j7.6 and tertiary: $-0.1 \pm j0.5$). Consequently, it can be concluded that each control level do not affects the dynamics of the others.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION**

A 2×2.2 kW prototype of parallel converter interface for experimental validation was implemented. The detailed configuration of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 11.
The parameters of the system are the same as those chosen in the theoretical analysis, as listed in Table III.

### TABLE IV
Controller Parameters of the DC-side Hierarchical Control System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Control Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Current Controller</td>
<td>Proportional Term</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Voltage Controller</td>
<td>Proportional Term</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droop Controller</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Bandwidth</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Control Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-Bus Voltage Controller</td>
<td>Proportional Term</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Bandwidth</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary Control Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Current Controller</td>
<td>Proportional Term</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Bandwidth</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 10. Dominant poles of different control levels.](image)

In the primary control level, voltage and current controllers are tested first without droop control. The local dc voltage waveform is shown in Fig. 12 and the corresponding local ac current response is shown in Fig. 13. Then, droop control is verified. When droop controller is activated, the dc current is equally shared, while the deviation in the dc voltage appears, as shown in Fig. 14 and 15. After testing equal dc sharing, proportional dc current sharing is performed. When \( R_{d1} = 6 \Omega \) and \( R_{d2} = 12 \Omega \), \( I-V \) curve for proportional current sharing is drawn in Fig. 16. For a certain value of dc voltage, the corresponding current values of Converter #1 and Converter #2 can be got in Fig. 16. It can be reached that \( i_{k1}/i_{k2} = R_{d2}/R_{d1} = 2 \), so the proportional dc current sharing can be realized.

In the secondary control level, in order to flexibly regulate the communication delay in the experiment, a sample & hold block is employed in the experimental program. The output value of the secondary or tertiary controller is transferred to each converter at a low frequency by using the sampling & hold block. The output value of the secondary or tertiary controller at the beginning of each transmission interval is held until the next transmission starts. When \( t = 0 \), the secondary control level turns on. The effect of secondary controller is shown in Fig. 17. It can be seen that the deviation produced by the droop controller can be restored by secondary dc voltage controller. The load regulation is also tested by changing the load resistance from 400Ω to 133Ω, as shown in Fig. 18. It can be seen that by using the secondary control level, the dc bus voltage can be kept stable during the transient process of load step. The output waveform of the secondary controller is shown in Fig. 19. For comparison, the output waveform of the secondary controller without the sampling and hold block is also shown. It is seen from the stair-shape that the LBC is reached.

In the tertiary control level, similar to the secondary control level, the sample & hold unit is also employed to model the LBC. When the dc voltage is guaranteed to be within the acceptable range, the tertiary control is activated and the static switch for grid-connected operation is turned on. A bidirectional dc source should be provided to implement the dc grid. Therefore, a third ac-dc converter was adopted to achieve the above dc source. For safety consideration, the dc voltage reference value is lowered down to 600V in the dc grid-connected test. Fig. 20 shows the dc grid-connected current regulated by the tertiary PI controller. The dc current reference value is set to \( 0 - 1A - 1A - 0 \). When the dc grid-connected current is changing, the dc voltage waveform is exhibited in Fig. 21 accordingly. It is shown that dc current can be controlled to follow the reference value as expected. Meanwhile, the steady value of dc voltage is guaranteed to be within the acceptable range \( (570 V \leq v_{d} \leq 630 V) \). The output waveform of the tertiary controller is exhibited in Fig. 22. It is shown from the stair-shape that the LBC is reached.

### V. CONCLUSION

Different operation modes of a hybrid microgrid are discussed in this paper. Focusing on the interfacing converters between ac bus and dc bus, a dc-side hierarchical control system is designed and evaluated in this paper to analyze both standalone and grid-connected dc operation modes. In the decentralized primary control level of the hierarchical control system, ac current and dc voltage control are accomplished. For dc output load current sharing, droop controller is employed. Both equal and proportional current sharing are realized. In the secondary control level, with the common PI controller, dc bus voltage deviation caused by the droop control in the primary control level is restored. Meanwhile, common tertiary control level is involved to control the grid-connected current in the dc-side grid-connected operation. It has been demonstrated that each control level does not interfere with each other. Thus, the dynamics of different control levels are decoupled.
Fig. 11. System configuration of the prototype.

Fig. 12. Local dc voltage response.

Fig. 13. Local ac current response.

Fig. 14. Equal sharing of dc output current by droop control.

Fig. 15. DC voltage deviation produced by droop control.

Fig. 16. Simulation and experimental test of dc current proportional sharing with different load currents.

Fig. 17. DC voltage restoration of secondary control.

Fig. 18. Load step response of dc voltage secondary control.

Fig. 19. Output of dc voltage secondary controller.
Fig. 20. DC grid-connected current with tertiary control.

Fig. 21. DC voltage with tertiary control.

Fig. 22. Output of dc grid-connected current tertiary controller.
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